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Professional misconduct by physicians is a significant problem with negative implications in the healthcare environment and has been termed “disruptive physician behavior” (DPB) in the United States. In recent years, hospitals and healthcare organizations have begun to better understand and formally address DPB, including its management and repercussions. Policy statements by the Joint Commission and the American Medical

Association (AMA) have acknowledged that DPB may pose a threat to patient and provider safety. The purpose of this article is to raise awareness about the etiology of disruptive behavior in physicians, describe the consequences and the need for early recognition, and discuss potential interventions. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2018;13:210-212. © 2018 Society of Hospital Medicine

Dramatic stories of disruptive physician behavior (DPB) appear occasionally in the news, such as the physician who shot and killed a colleague within hospital confines or the gynecologist who secretly took photographs using a camera disguised as a pen during pelvic examinations. More common in hospitals, however, are incidents of inappropriate behavior that may generate complaints from patients or other providers and at times snowball into administrative or legal challenges.

"Professionalism" is one of the six competencies listed by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) and the American Board of Medical Specialties. Unfortunately, incidents of disruptive behavior can result in violation of the tenets of professionalism in the healthcare environment. These behaviors fall along a continuum ranging from outwardly aggressive and uncivil to overly passive and insidious. Although these behaviors can occur across all healthcare disciplines and settings and are not just limited to physicians, the behaviors of physicians often have a much greater impact on the healthcare system as a whole because of their positions of relative “power” within the system. Hence, this problem requires greater awareness and education. In this context, the aim of this article is to discuss disruptive behaviors in physicians.

The AMA defines DPB as “personal conduct, verbal or physical that has the potential to negatively affect patient care or the ability to work with other members of the healthcare team.” The definition of DPB by the Joint Commission includes “all behaviors that undermine a culture of safety.” Both the Joint Commission and the AMA recognize the significance and patient safety implications of such behavior. Policy statements by both these organizations underscore the importance of confronting and remedying these potentially dangerous interpersonal behaviors.

Data regarding the prevalence of DPB have been inconsistent. One study estimated that 3%–5% of physicians demonstrate this behavior, whereas another study reported a DPB prevalence of 97% among physicians and nurses in the workplace. According to a 2004 survey of physician executives, more than 95% of them reported regular encounters of DPB.

The etiology of such disruptive behaviors is multifactorial and complex. Explanations associated with ‘nature versus nurture’ have ranged from physician psychopathology to unhealthy modeling during training. Both extrinsic and intrinsic factors may also contribute to DPB. External stressors and negative experiences–professional and/or personal–can provoke disruptive behaviors. Overwork, fatigue, strife, and a dysfunctional environment that can arise in both work and home environments can contribute to the development of mental health problems. Stress, burnout, and depression have increasingly become prevalent among physicians and can play a significant role in causing impaired patterns of professional conduct.

These mental health problems can cause physicians to acquire maladaptive coping strategies such as substance abuse and drug or alcohol dependence. However, it is important to note that physician impairment and substance abuse are not the most frequent causes of DPB. In fact, fewer than 10% of physician behavior issues have been related to substance abuse.

Intrinsic factors that contribute to DPB include personality traits and disorders, psychiatric diagnoses, and even medical conditions (eg, age and disease-related cognitive impairment). Personality disorders have been implicated in causing
DPB and constitute varying levels of pathology that may exist in several shades along a continuum. A single individual may fit into multiple different personality disorders (eg, narcissistic, borderline, and antisocial). As a result, making a clear diagnosis is often difficult for mental health professionals. Occasionally, it is simpler to conceptualize DPB in the context of subclinical personality traits, rather than diagnosable personality disorders. Not all these personality traits are pathologic—in fact, some are desirable (Table 1).

Psychiatric disorders such as major depression and bipolar and anxiety disorders may also contribute to DPB. Most of these disorders (except for schizophrenia) are likely as common among physicians as among the general public. An essential clarification is that although DPB can be a manifestation of personality disorders or psychiatric disorders, it does not always stem from underlying psychopathology. Clarifying these distinctions is important for managing the problem and calls for expert professional evaluation in some cases.

A person's behavior is shaped by character, values, perceptions, and attitudes. Individuals who engage in DPB typically lack insight and justify their behaviors as a means to achieve a goal. Disrespectful behavior is rooted, in part, in characteristics such as insecurity, immaturity, and aggressiveness; however, it can also be learned, tolerated, and reinforced in the hierarchical hospital culture.

Other intrinsic factors that may contribute to DPB include lack of emotional intelligence, poor social skills, cultural and ethnic issues, and generation and gender bias. Identifying the root causes of DPB can be challenging due to the complexity of the interaction between the healthcare environment and the key players within it; nevertheless, awareness of the contributing factors and early recognition are important. Those who take on the mantle of leadership within hospitals should be educated in this regard.

REPERCUSSIONS OF DISRUPTIVE PHYSICIAN BEHAVIOR

An institution's organizational culture often has an impact on how DPB is addressed. Tolerance of such behavior can have far-reaching consequences. The central tenets of a “culture of safety and respect”—teamwork across disciplines and a blame-free environment in which every member of the healthcare team feels equally empowered to report errors and openly discuss safety issues—would be negatively impacted.

DPB can diminish the quality of care provided, increase the risk of medical errors, and adversely affect patient safety and satisfaction. Such behavior can cause erosion of relationships and communication between individuals and contribute to a hostile work environment. For instance, nurses or trainees may be afraid to question a physician because of the fear of getting yelled at or being humiliated. Consequently, improperly written orders may be overlooked or a potentially “wrong-site” surgical procedure may not be questioned for fear of provoking a hostile response.

DPB can increase litigation risk and financial costs to institutions. Provider retention may be adversely affected; valued staff may leave hospitals and need to be replaced, and productivity may suffer. When physicians in training observe how their superiors model disruptive behaviors with impunity, a concerning problem that arises is that DPB becomes normalized in the workplace culture, especially if such behaviors are tolerated and result in a perceived gain.

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

Perhaps the initial step in addressing DPB is prevention. Considering the role of external factors, it is necessary to encourage initiatives to foster “whole health” and a peaceful environment in the workplace. Physician health and wellness are key to maintaining professionalism and should be prioritized in the healthcare environment. Individuals should be encouraged to seek professional care when their physical or mental health is compromised. (Table 2)

Confrontation of DPB can be challenging without appropriate infrastructure. Healthcare facilities should have a fair system in place for reliable reporting and monitoring of DPB, including a complaints’ verification process, appeals process, and an option for fair hearing.

It is best to initially address the issue in a direct, timely, yet informal manner through counseling or a verbal warning. In several situations, such informal counseling opportunities create a mindful awareness of the problem and the problematic behavior ceases without the need for further action.

When informal intervention is either not appropriate (eg, if the alleged event involved an assault or other illegal behavior) or has already been offered in the past, more formal intervention is required. Institutional progressive disciplinary polices should be in place and adhered to. For example, repeat offenders may be issued written warnings or even temporary suspension of privileges. Institutional resources such as human resources departments, office of general counsel, office of medical affairs, and the hospital’s medical board may be consulted. Some med-
TABLE 2. Proposed Interventions: What Healthcare Institutions Can Do

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raise Level of Awareness: Education and Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of DPB, impact on patient safety, organizational culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses: Sensitivity and diversity training; Communication and team collaboration skills; Stress, anger, conflict management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Commitment from Leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize “Whole health” of providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Transformation: Foster culture of equality, patient safety; have clinical champions to safeguard standards of appropriate behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement universal disruptive behavior policies and procedures that reinforce “professionalism”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement a fair system to report, review, address, monitor DPB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informal—timely verbal discussion, counseling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal—courses, coaching, written warning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program Support—Patient safety/Risk management program, Employee assistance program, Professionalism Committees, Mental health professionals: psychologist, psychiatrist

Disciplinary actions - Internal (Institutional), External (State Medical Board)

Special “Professionalism Committees” can be instituted and tasked with investigating complaints and making recommendations for the involvement of resources outside the institution, such as a state medical society.

CONCLUSION

Although the vast majority of physicians are well-behaved, it is important to acknowledge that disruptive behaviors can occur in the healthcare environment. Such behaviors have a major impact on workplace culture and patient safety and must be recognized early. Hospital executives and leaders must ensure that appropriate interventions are undertaken—before the quality of patient care is affected and before lives are endangered.
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